Angel Flight West Makes Summer Camp a Reality for Special Kids

Thanks to you, Ari and Anahi are able to enjoy a break at summer camp away from the daily challenges of caretaking for their grandmother living with HIV.

Because of your gift, sisters Aridahi (Ari) and Anahi are able to enjoy summer camp away from the daily responsibilities of helping to care for their grandmother who is living with HIV/AIDS—a challenge for a caregiver of any age. Anahi first flew with AFW to Camp Heartland in 2014 when she was 12, and Ari in 2017 when she was 15. They were even younger when their grandmother needed care and came to live with their family. Both girls are now going to college.

THANK YOU TO ALL OF THE VOLUNTEERS WHO MAKE CAMP POSSIBLE FOR THESE KIDS AND THOSE SUPPORTING AFW THIS CAMP SEASON!
FROM THE DIRECTOR

Last month, the 6th Annual Endeavor Awards featured Red Bull Skydivers, WW-II Condor Squadrons fly-over, US Airmen and amazing volunteer pilots from across the nation honored for their gifts of flight. We celebrated our dedicated volunteers at AFW while raising awareness and funds to reach more families in need of our life-saving flights. What a fantastic evening! On behalf of our Board of Directors, our Gala committees, the AFW staff, and most importantly our courageous passengers, I want to thank you for your sensational show of support.

We’re excited to put your generosity to work!

Every year, AFW has the opportunity to serve hundreds of children who have been dealt a hard hand in life: young burn survivors, kids battling cancer, children who are blind, hearing-impaired, have juvenile diabetes, kidney disease or HIV/AIDS. We’re so grateful for our compassionate pilots and funds to reach more families in need of our life-saving flights. What a fantastic evening! On behalf of our Board of Directors, our Gala committees, the AFW staff, and most importantly our courageous passengers, I want to thank you for your sensational show of support.
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